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The density, shape and structure of in-grown stacking faults in 4H–SiC (0001) epitaxial layers have been characterized by cathodoluminescence, photoluminescence and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. These analyses indicate that in-grown stacking faults are of 8H structure, and are generated mostly near the epilayer/substrate interface during chemical vapor deposition. The impact of the stacking faults on the performance of 4H–SiC (0001) Schottky barrier diodes has been investigated. It is revealed that the stacking faults cause the lowering of Schottky barrier height as well as the decrease of breakdown voltage. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
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Superior properties of silicon carbide (SiC) make this material an attractive candidate for fabricating power devices with high breakdown voltage and lower power loss. In spite of rapid progress in SiC crystal growth techniques, there still exist several kinds of structural defects such as micropipes, screw dislocations, basal plane dislocations and stacking faults in SiC epilayers. Thick 4H–SiC epilayers with a significantly reduced defect density are required for high-power devices.

It is widely recognized that micropipes significantly deteriorate the breakdown voltage and cause increasing leakage current in SiC power devices.\textsuperscript{1} Although the reduction of micropipes has been extensively studied in both bulk\textsuperscript{2} and epitaxial growth,\textsuperscript{3} the density of screw/edge dislocations in SiC is still high. Screw dislocations in SiC $p$-$n$ diodes lead to the onset of microplasma at slightly lower reverse voltage than theoretical breakdown voltage.\textsuperscript{4} The influence of screw dislocations and other defects on breakdown voltage of Schottky barrier diodes has been also investigated.\textsuperscript{5,9} On the other hand, it is reported that triangular defects cause the deterioration of reverse characteristics of $P$-$i$-$n$ diodes.\textsuperscript{10} Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis revealed that at least one stacking fault (SF) exists in the triangular defect.\textsuperscript{11} Although Kojima et al. reported that stacking faults (SFs) severely affect the reverse characteristics of 4H–SiC (1\textsuperscript{1}\textsuperscript{2}0) Schottky barrier diodes,\textsuperscript{12} it is not clear how stacking faults affect the device performance on the off-axis (0001) Si face. In this letter, the authors describe the characterization of in-grown stacking faults in thick 4H–SiC (0001) epilayers and investigate impacts of stacking faults on the characteristics of Schottky barrier diodes.

Epitaxial growth was carried out with a vertical hot-wall chimney-type chemical vapor deposition (CVD) reactor in a SiH$_4$–C$_3$H$_8$–H$_2$ system at a growth temperature of 1835 °C.\textsuperscript{13} Thick (52–53 μm) epilayers were grown with a growth rate of 34 μm/h on 8° off-axis 4H–SiC (0001) substrates. Stacking faults were detected by panchromatic cathodoluminescence (CL) at room temperature. The nature and structure of stacking faults were characterized by photoluminescence (PL) and cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Ni Schottky barrier diodes with and without stacking faults were fabricated on the thick epilayers with a donor concentration of 2−5 × 10\textsuperscript{14} cm\textsuperscript{-3}. The diameter of Ni Schottky contacts was 300 μm. The forward and reverse current-voltage characteristics were evaluated at 200, 290, and 373 K.

Figure 1 shows the panchromatic CL image obtained from a 52-μm-thick epilayer at room temperature. Although most stacking faults are hardly detected in optical microscopy, a clear feature is seen in CL images: Each triangular feature in Fig. 1 corresponds to one stacking fault. The stacking fault density depends on the initial process of CVD growth. For example, by sufficient removal of subsurface damage of substrates, the stacking fault density can be reduced to about 0−1 cm\textsuperscript{-2}. Powell and co-workers have reported that removal of subsurface damage prior to CVD is essential for homoepitaxial growth of high-quality hexagonal SiC polytypes.\textsuperscript{14,15} In CL images, radiative recombination is dominated by a broad peak at 465 nm (2.67 eV) from stacking faults. The stacking faults are composed of the edges along [1\textsuperscript{1}2\textsuperscript{0}], [1\textsuperscript{1}1\textsuperscript{0}] and either [1\textsuperscript{0}1\textsuperscript{0}] or [1\textsuperscript{0}1\textsuperscript{1}] as a right-
angle triangle, or $[\bar{1}0\bar{0}]$, $[10\bar{1}0]$ and $[01\bar{1}0]$ as an isosceles triangle. The total length of stacking faults along the $[1\bar{1}20]$ off direction was estimated from the stacking fault size along $[\bar{1}100]$ (perpendicular to the off direction) and the angle of triangle shape ($30^\circ$ or $60^\circ$). Then, the depth of stacking fault generation point was calculated from the total length and off angle ($8^\circ$). This analysis revealed that most ($>75\%$) stacking faults are generated near the epilayer/substrate interface, indicating that these defects are in-grown stacking faults.

Figure 2 shows a cross-sectional high-resolution transmission electron microscopy image taken from a stacking fault location of 52-μm-thick epilayer, zone axis of which is $[\bar{2}1\bar{1}0]$. It is observed that the 4H–SiC stacking sequence $(22\overline{2}2\overline{2}2\ldots)$ is replaced by a peculiar sequence $(22\overline{4}4\overline{2}2\ldots)$. Thus, the stacking fault is of 4H/8H/4H structure. Although only two stacking faults were analyzed by TEM in this study, both stacking faults were of 8H structure. Izumi et al. also reported that the 8H structure is dominant in in-grown stacking faults in 4H–SiC grown by CVD. Thus the 8H structure may be a rather common stacking fault in epitaxially grown 4H–SiC.

In PL measurements at 18 K, a weak and broad peak in the range from 2.56 to 2.70 eV is observed in only the epilayers including stacking faults. PL peaks due to phonon replicas of free exciton recombination in several polytype inclusions have been reported. In PL measurements of 4H–SiC epilayers which contain 8H stacking faults, peaks at 2.62–2.68 eV were observed, which also agrees with the present study. In the forward bias degradation of SiC P-i-n diodes, several studies have been made on the structure and formation mechanism of stacking faults. It has been suggested that the stacking faults consist of two partial dislocations with Burgers vectors of $1/3[10\bar{1}0]$ and $1/3[01\bar{1}0]$, which nucleate from a perfect dislocation with a Burgers vector of $1/3[1\bar{1}20]$. Most stacking faults in stressed P-i-n diodes show a triangular shape with edges along $[\bar{1}100]$, $[2\bar{1}00]$ and $[\bar{1}2\bar{1}0]$ with an angle of $120^\circ$. The structure of stacking faults in such diodes has been identified as mostly single-layer stacking faults. The peak related to the stacking faults has been observed at 2.88–2.98 eV in electroluminescence and CL. Therefore the in-grown stacking faults observed in this study are different in both structure and optical property from the stacking faults in degraded P-i-n diodes. The formation mechanism of stacking faults is, however, not clear at present.

Figure 3 represents the typical forward characteristics of Ni Schottky barrier diodes with and without stacking faults. No other visible surface defects. Diodes without stacking faults exhibit a small ideality factor of 1.01–1.05, and the Schottky barrier height was determined to be 1.62–1.66 eV. The current-voltage characteristics of Schottky barrier diodes with stacking faults at 290 K are shifted toward the low voltage region, suggesting the existence of “low-barrier-height” region. This expectation was confirmed in the current-voltage characteristics at 200 K, as shown in Fig. 3, where a clear shoulder appeared in the low voltage (~1.0 V) region. From this shoulder characteristic, the Schottky barrier height for low-barrier-height region could be estimated to be 1.37 eV, about 0.25 eV lower than the normal value. The authors speculate that this lowered Schottky barrier height might be correlated with stacking faults, which appear on the surface of off-axis (0001) epilayers.

The reverse characteristics of 60 Schottky barrier diodes with and without stacking faults were measured. In the leakage current measurements at an elevated temperature of 373 K, however, almost all Schottky barrier diodes showed low leakage current (close to a noise level: $10^{-8}$–$10^{-9}$ A/cm² at ~1000 V), and the influences of stacking faults were not clear. Assuming that the Schottky barrier heights of diodes with and without stacking faults are 1.37 and 1.62 eV, respectively, the theoretical leakage current was calculated from a thermionic field emission model. The leakage current theoretically expected was estimated to be as low as the $10^{-13}$ A/cm² range even for diodes including stacking faults, because of the relatively high barrier height of Ni and still
low electric field (0.44 MV/cm) at \(-1000\) V. This may be the reason why the impacts of stacking faults on leakage current were not significant, at least up to \(-1000\) V. The breakdown voltage of 80 Schottky barrier diodes with and without stacking faults was also measured at room temperature. The diodes that contain stacking faults exhibited reduced (approximately 20% lower) breakdown voltage as shown in Fig. 4. The average (maximum) breakdown voltage of diodes with and without stacking faults was 1800 V (2400 V) and 2200 V (3050 V), respectively. Furthermore, the Schottky barrier diodes with stacking faults tended to show much higher leakage current near breakdown. This soft breakdown behavior could be seen in the diodes with stacking faults, probably due to the enhanced tunneling current through the low-barrier-height region at high electric field, while the diodes without stacking faults showed hard breakdown. The number of stacking faults existing in Schottky contact area was varied from zero to five in this study. The existence of stacking faults itself was critical, and the variation of stacking fault number (1–5) in Schottky barrier diodes showed very minor effects on the reverse characteristics.

In summary, structure, optical properties, and impacts on diodes characteristics of in-grown stacking faults in thick 4H-SiC (0001) epilayers have been investigated. The in-grown stacking faults have the 8H structure, and exhibited PL peaks at 2.56–2.70 eV. The stacking faults influenced the current-voltage characteristics of Schottky barrier diodes, especially Schottky barrier height and breakdown voltage. The Schottky barrier diodes that contain stacking faults exhibited approximately 20% lower breakdown voltage.


FIG. 4. Breakdown voltage of Ni Schottky barrier diodes (a) with and (b) without stacking faults on 52-μm-thick 4H-SiC epilayers (donor concentration: 2–5×10¹⁸ cm⁻³).